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1 Introduction

Lepton flavor universality (LFU) of weak interactions is one of the key predictions of

the Standard Model (SM). It has been well tested directly in on-shell W and Z decays

at LEP [1, 2]. Pion, kaon, charm and tau decays have also been studied extensively

in the past, confirming LFU to a precision ranging between a percent and a per-mille

level [1]. Recently, however, hints of violation of LFU at the level of 20% have appeared

in measurements of charged current mediated semi-tauonic B meson decays [3] as well as

in rare flavor changing neutral current mediated semi-muonic and semi-electronic B meson

decays [4–6]. These hints might indicate beyond SM contributions to weak interactions of

third and second generation SM fermions (see e.g. refs. [7–11] and [12–16] for some general

analyses). On the one hand it is imperative to verify the intriguing results in B decays

with additional observables both involving b-hadrons, but as well in other flavor sectors of

the theory. More generally LFU observables can be predicted with high accuracy within

the SM and are typically also very clean experimentally. Thus they form key tests of the

SM flavor sector and also important vectors in the search for hints of possible new physics

(NP) indirectly.

LFU in top decays is currently much less established experimentally. The precision of

existing LHC measurements of the top decay branching fractions to final states involving a

τ lepton is at the 20% level and already limited by systematic uncertainties [17, 18]. Despite
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this relatively poor precision, we find that these searches have comparable sensitivity to new

physics for mediators lighter than the top mass. If, on the other hand, the new mediators

are heavier than the top mass, the effects in top physics become significantly smaller.

In the present work we propose a novel experimental strategy that can improve the

sensitivity of top decay measurements at the LHC to the presence of possible LFU violating

NP by more than an order of magnitude. The key insight is that heavy (off-shell) NP

contributions to t → bτν decays will result in final state distributions distinctly different

from the SM two-body t→Wb kinematics. This can be used to probe tiny LFU violating

effects in localized regions of phase-space which might be averaged out in the integrated

total rate measurements. In addition, we propose several data-driven techniques in order

to leverage sufficient control over possible systematics effects. As we will show, this opens

up the possibility to probe sub-percent level LFU violating effects at the (HL) LHC.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: in sections 2 and 3 we intro-

duce examples of possible LFU violating NP affecting charged current top decays both

in the language of effective field theory, and in terms of simplified models, respectively.

In section 4 we review the existing measurements of LFU in top decays and derive the

corresponding constraints on our NP examples. Section 5 contains a basic introduction to

our search strategy and a demonstration of its discriminating power against possible LFU

violating NP at parton level. This is followed in section 6 by the description of the explicit

implementation of our method including a detailed discussion of the related systematic

uncertainties and control thereof. Finally, a recap of our main results and our conclusions

are presented in section 7. Some analytic results regarding the NP effects on the b-quarks

energy peak are relegated to the appendix.

2 Effective field theory of LFU violation in top and B physics

We start our discussion of possible LFU effects in top physics in an effective field theory

(EFT) language, suitable for phenomenological studies in presence of heavy NP. In par-

ticular, provided new degrees of freedom are much heavier than the energy scales relevant

to top decays, one can describe the most general departures from the SM predictions in

charged current (semi) tauonic top quark transitions in terms of only a few effective op-

erator structures1 appearing at the lowest operator dimension (six) [8]. Below the weak

scale one can thus describe the relevant EFT including the leading NP LFU violating

contributions as

LEFT = LSM +
1

Λ2

∑

i,q

CqiO
q
i + h.c. , (2.1)

where Λ is the EFT cut-off (or matching) scale, Cqi are the relevant Wilson coefficients

and Oqi the corresponding EFT operators involving a quark of flavor q. For simplicity we

assume Cqi to be real. In the following we restrict our discussion to operators, which (1)

can be related (either via the SM SU(2)L gauge invariance or through rotations in quark

1In the following we do not consider the possibility that the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in

weak decays is mimicked by the presence of new light neutral particles. See however the related discussion

in refs. [7, 19].
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flavor space) to operators mediating semitauonic B-meson weak decays, and (2) can be

most easily matched in the UV to well defined simplified models — SM extensions with a

single new field in some SM gauge representation. Only few particular combinations of Oqi
satisfy both criteria [8]. Defining the set of operators

OqV L = (q̄γµPLb)(τ̄ γ
µPLντ ) , OqSL = (q̄PLb)(τ̄PLντ ),

OqTL = (q̄σµνPLb)(τ̄σ
µνPLντ ) , OqSR = (q̄PRb)(τ̄PLντ ) , (2.2)

where PR,L ≡ (1 ± γ5)/2, the following parameter benchmark points have been found to

reproduce the current experimental results and can be matched to well defined simplified

models [8]: (a) C̄cV L = 0.18(4), (b) C̄cSL ' −1.02 and C̄cSR ' 1.25, and finally (c) −2C̄cSL =

8C̄TL = −0.46(9), where we have used a short-hand notation C̄qi ≡ Cqi (1TeV/Λ)2. While

these values are chosen to reproduce recent observational hints for LFU violation in charged

current B decays, they can be also reinterpreted as representative of the size of LFU

violating NP within reach of current precision B decay measurements.

In order to relate departures from LFU of weak charged current interactions in the

bottom and top quark sectors one also needs to specify the quark flavor structure of NP.

In light of severe constraints on new sources of quark and lepton flavor violation coming

from FCNC observables and CKM unitarity tests (see e.g. ref. [20]), it is prudent to assume

CKM-like hierarchies between the strengths of the various b↔ q flavor conversions, where

q = u, c, t . In particular we employ Cci /C
t
i = Vcb/Vtb, where Vqb are the relevant CKM ele-

ments. Relaxing this assumption leads to a straightforward rescaling of our results relating

top and B physics observables which we briefly discuss in the final section. Translating

the B physics benchmarks to top decays we obtain the expected deviations in the t→ bτν

decay branching fraction (δBτ ≡ Bτ/BSMτ − 1) as

(a) δBτ = 1.8× 10−5C̄tV L + 2.0× 10−5(C̄tV L)2 , (2.3a)

(b) δBτ = 5.1× 10−6
[
(C̄tSL)2 + (C̄tSR)2

]
, (2.3b)

(c) δBτ = 5.1× 10−6(C̄tSL)2 + 2.4× 10−4(C̄tTL)2 . (2.3c)

We first note that, while a strict EFT power counting would require to truncate the ex-

pansion of the above expressions at leading order in C̄ti , keeping also (C̄ti )
2 terms simplifies

matching to dynamical NP models defined below. Inserting the values of the Wilson coeffi-

cients preferred by B decay data and assuming CKM-like flavor structure of NP, we observe

that the expected effects are tiny and will be extremely challenging to probe. Here we also

emphasize that although the deviations, motivated by the B physics hints, imply O(10−5)
deviations from the SM predicted values, the current bounds are four orders of magnitude

larger. Irrespective of their connections to B physics, any significant improvement from

the current O(20%) sensitivity detailed in section 4 is clearly worth pursuing.

Furthermore, as we will see in section 5 the interference effects of the NP with the

SM might play an important role in the techniques that we propose. However, in the

cases (b) and (c), the linear (interference) terms are suppressed by the τ or b-quark masses

and thus completely negligible. Even in case (a) terms quadratic in C̄ti still dominate
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over interference effects for the currently preferred parameter values. The smallness of the

linear terms in this case can be simply understood by considering the partially integrated

decay width as a function of the leptonic invariant mass squared dΓ/dm2
τν , where m2

τν =

(pτ + pν)2. In the SM the overwhelming contribution to the width comes from the W

pole near m2
τν = m2

W . The NP EFT contributions on the other hand are analytic in m2
τν .

The interference terms then pick up a phase rotation of π when integrating close the W

pole. Since numerically the W width is much smaller than its mass which is furthermore

roughly half the top mass, the interference contributions to dΓ/dm2
τν of opposite signs

when integrated above and below the W mass squared are comparable in size and cancel

to a large extent.

3 Simplified models of LFU violation in top decays

The EFT description discussed above fails at the mass scale of NP (Λ) where it should be

matched onto a dynamical model involving new degrees of freedom. If the higher dimension

operators are generated at tree level, the matching implies the presence of new EM charged

particles. Existing LEP bounds [21–23] then require Λ & 100 GeV. While this confirms the

EFT treatment of the B decays as adequate, the same is not necessarily true for the top

decays. We thus introduce three simplified models (containing few fields beyond the SM,

not necessarily renormalizable) which can be matched onto the EFT benchmarks relevant

for B physics. In particular Model (a) consists of a massive charged spin-1 field (V−) with

the relevant Lagrangian given by

L(a) = LSM +
1

4
V+µνV−µν −m2

VV+µ V−µ

+

[
gb
∑

q

Vqbq̄ /V+PLb+ gτ τ̄ /V−PLντ + h.c.

]
, (3.1)

where V+ ≡ (V−)† and V±µν ≡ ∂µV±ν − ∂νV±µ . The EFT tree level matching conditions are

then simply CqV L/Λ
2 = gτgbVqb/m

2
ρ with all other Cqi = 0 . Models of this type have been

considered in refs. [24–26]. Model (b) instead consists of a charged scalar (φ−)

L(b) = LSM + ∂µφ
+∂µφ− −m2

φφ
+φ−

+

[∑

q

Vqbφ
+(yLφ q̄PLb+ yRφ q̄PRb) + yτφφ

−τ̄PLντ + h.c.

]
, (3.2)

where now φ+ ≡ (φ−)† and the tree-level matching conditions read CqSL/Λ
2 = yLφ y

τ
φVqb/m

2
φ,

CqRL/Λ
2 = yRφ y

τ
φVqb/m

2
φ with all other Cqi = 0. Such dynamics typically appears in two

Higgs doublet models and has been studied extensively (see e.g. refs. [27, 28]). Finally,

benchmark point (c) can be matched onto models of leptoquarks [29], as considered for

example in ref. [30]. These being colored particles they can be efficiently pair produced

at hadron colliders if within kinematical reach leading in turn to existing bounds on their

masses much above the top quark mass [31, 32]. Consequently we do not consider a

dynamical model for (c) but work within the EFT as defined in the previous section even

when discussing top decays.
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4 Bounds on top LFU violation from current measurements

While no dedicated experimental tests of LFU have yet been performed using the Teva-

tron or especially the large existing LHC top quark datasets, the branching fractions of

top decays to final states involving different lepton flavors have already been measured

individually. The currently most precise determination yields [17]

Be = 13.3(4)(4)% , Bµ = 13.4(3)(5)% , Bτh = 7.0(3)(5)% , (4.1)

where B` ≡ B(t → b`Emiss) and Emiss denotes missing energy carried away by neutrinos.

The values in the first (second) parentheses refer to statistical (systematic) uncertainties.

The modes with light leptons include contributions also from intermediate leptonic τ de-

cays, while the τh mode only accounts for τ ’s identified from their hadronic decays. All

three modes are in agreement with SM LFU expectations at the one sigma level. Solving

the coupled system we can conclude that currently LFU in top decays is tested at the

5–10% uncertainty level between the e and µ flavors, and 15–25% between the τ and the

light lepton flavors, depending on the correlations of systematic uncertainties between the

three modes.2

Unfortunately, since these measurements assume SM kinematics in top decays, in

particular the chain t → bW,W → `ν, their results cannot be directly applied to NP

models. To estimate the sensitivity of such measurements to NP contributions we recast

the measurement including contributions of simplified Model (a). The chiral structure

of interactions in this model is identical to SM and the experimental signatures coin-

cide exactly in the limit mV = mW . We simulate the NP signal and the SM events

using MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [33] and Feynrules 2 [34] implementation of the model. Af-

ter Pythia 8 [35] showering and hadronization we employ Delphes 3 [36] for fast de-

tector simulation and impose selection and isolation cuts matching those of ref. [17] for

the various signal categories. In the SM case we obtain reasonable agreement with the

reported acceptance times efficiency ((εA)SM) values of ref. [17]. We then use the ratio

(εA)NP/(εA)SM to estimate the relative efficiency and acceptance corrections due to the dif-

ferent NP kinematics. We find that these corrections range between 10% at mV = 100 GeV,

to 50% at mV = 160 GeV reducing the sensitivity to larger V masses. Since in this model

B(V → τν) ' 1, mostly Bτh in eq. (4.1) is affected and we use this measurement to constrain

the relevant parameter space. After fixing the effective C̄bV L to the value allowed/preferred

by B physics and accounting for the efficiency corrections discussed above, we obtain the

constraints on the Model (a) parameters in figure 1.

We observe that since for a fixed V mass, B physics constrains the product of couplings

gbgτ , the effect in Bτh (or equivalently in this model the modification of the total top width

∆Γt) increases towards smaller values of gτ . This leads to relevant constraints on the

model parameter space for mV . 160 GeV bounding gτ from below.

On the other hand, dedicated searches for top decays to charged scalars in turn decay-

ing to τ leptons (t → bφ, φ → τν) have been performed [18] and can easily be applied to

2The upper/lower limits of the ranges are obtained by including the systematic uncertainties in the

measurements as uncorrelated or completely correlated, respectively.
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Figure 1. The NP contribution to the total top width (∆Γt)in the simplified Model (a). For each

pair of values of gτ and mV we choose the corresponding value of gb to accommodate the current

B physics results, with the dashed lines indicating the 1σ band around the central values (solid

lines). The grey dashed line indicates the ATLAS constraint from the top quark branching ratios

measurements [17]. See text for details.

our dynamical models of LFU violation, in particular to Model (b) when mφ . mt −mB.

Again fixing the products of the φ couplings to SM fermions to B physics data we obtain

the constraints on the Model (b) parameters in figure 2. Also in this case the bounds

coming from top decays are already complementary to B decays in restricting the allowed

parameters space at mφ . 160 GeV to large yτφ couplings. One can also consider direct

pair-production of the mediators via EW processes, with subsequent decay to ττ + MET.

These searches exist in the context of SUSY, but due to a challenging signature and small

cross sections the bounds are not yet competitive [37].

From both figures and also eqs. (2.3a)–(2.3c), it is clear that once the NP degrees of

freedom cannot be produced on-shell, current measurements of top decays become ineffec-

tive in constraining violations of LFU or respectively the related NP parameters at any

appreciable level. In that regime, one can do direct searches for the NP state produced in

association with third generation quarks [38–42], but the limits will be model dependent.

For example, the most recent ATLAS searches for charged bosons produced in associa-

tion with top and b-quarks, and decaying to tb̄ [42] or τν [41] are in principle sensitive to

our simplified models, especially in the low mass range around 200 GeV. However, such

bounds may be avoided in more complete models, if for example the on-shell mediators

predominantly decay to pairs of lighter (e.g. cs̄) quarks, leading to multi-jet final states.

5 Basic idea: LFU probe via b-jet energies

As we saw in the previous section, constraining LFU violating NP in top decays through

leptonic branching ratio measurements quickly becomes infeasible. Models with NP degrees

of freedom heavier than the top populate the full three-body decay phase-space while the
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Figure 2. The NP contribution to the total top width in the simplified Model (b). For each value

of yτφ we choose the maximal possible value of yL,Rφ to satisfy the current B physics constraints.

The black dashed line indicates the constraints from the CMS search for the top decays to charged

scalars [18]. See text for details.

SM predictions are dominated by two-body kinematics. This results in highly suppressed

NP effects easily swamped by systematic uncertainties in the current LHC measurements,

as well as, probably, at future colliders.

Here we propose another strategy, exploiting precisely the kinematic properties of the

SM top decays. The dominant two-body top decays into b and W yield a very characteristic

distribution of b-quark energies in the detector frame. Neglecting for the moment the b-

quark mass, its energy in the top rest frame is given by

E∗b =
m2
t −m2

W

2mt
. (5.1)

Then, for a given boost γ to the lab frame, if the mother particle, namely the top, is

unpolarized, the distribution of the lab frame energies is expected to be flat between the

energy values E∗b (γ ±
√
γ2 − 1). This leads to a rectangular distribution for each given

boost γ. All the rectangles contain the original value E∗b which is actually the only energy

value included in the energy distribution for any boost. Ref. [43] has shown explicitly

that while the distribution itself depends on the distribution of the boosts g(γ) among the

events, the peak of the distribution, assuming that the tops are unpolarized, is exactly

at E∗b , and that this feature is insensitive to the details of the function g(γ). Since the

peak of the distribution in eq. (5.1) is sensitive to the mass of the top quark, this allows

a robust and independent determination of the top-quark mass [44]. Such a measurement

was recently implemented by the CMS collaboration in ref. [45].

The above observation is a simple consequence of the two-body kinematics and ceases

to hold for three-body decays (see [46] for a detailed discussions of various aspects of such

kinematics). In fact, in the case of the three-body decays, even in the rest frame of the
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Figure 3. Left : the normalized distribution of the lab frame b-quark energies in SM top quark

decays simulated at parton level coming from top pair production at the 13 TeV LHC. Right : the

ratio of normalized b-quark energy distribution in NP to the same distribution in the SM. We use the

following NP scenarios: Model (a) with mV = 333 GeV and gτgb = 4.5 (blue circles), Model (a) with

mV = 200 GeV and gτgb = 5 (green squares), and Model (b) with mφ = 333 GeV and yLφ y
τ
φ = −2.6,

yRφ y
τ
φ = 3.1 (red diamonds). The inset plot shows the data of the blue and red series magnified.

All the error bars are statistical based on two million simulated Monte Carlo (MC) events, where

Poisson statistics is assumed and with vanishing correlation between the bins. The last bin in all

distributions includes overflow.

decaying top the energy of the b-quark is given by

E∗b =
m2
t −m2

lν

2mt
, (5.2)

where mlν is the invariant mass of the lepton and the neutrino, which will vary across

events. Therefore, the energy distribution of the b-quarks in the three body decays is

fundamentally different from the two-body ones.

In the case of a heavy mediator that contributes to the LFU violating top decays, the

effects of the induced three-body decays (either direct or via the interference with the SM

two-body decay) will manifest in small deviations from the SM in the distribution of the

b-quark energies. The peak of the energy distribution will be essentially unmoved by new

physics as shown in appendix A. On the other hand, the distribution around the peak does

change more significantly due to the different kinematics of the events convoluted by the

boosts that pass the kinematic cuts. This feature is less robust than the peak location,

and therefore, unlike in the top mass measurement [44, 45], we will have to leverage some

control over the boost distribution of the events. As we will later show however, it can

nonetheless be highly sensitive to the presence of LFU violating charged currents in the

top sector.

We demonstrate the above observations at the parton level in figure 3, where we

have simulated 13 TeV LHC top pair production and decays at LO in QCD using

MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [33]. First we notice that the peak of the b-quark energy distribu-

tion is around 68 GeV, as expected from eq. (5.1). We also consider our NP models (a)

and (b), where the top is also allowed to decay via an off-shell vector or scalar boson,

– 8 –
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respectively. We plot the corresponding b-quark energy distributions, normalized to the

SM one on the right plot for the model parameters mV = 200 GeV and gτgb = 5 (in green),

mV = 333 GeV and gτgb = 4.5 (in blue) and mφ = 333 GeV and yLφ y
τ
φ = −2.6, yRφ y

τ
φ = 3.1

(in red). In these examples, the NP effects on the total t → bτν branching ratio are

δBτ = 4%, 0.3% and 0.1%, respectively. Except possibly for the first scenario, these effects

are too small to be detected directly even at HL LHC.

As expected, in a fraction of events with NP contribution the lepton and the neutrino

do not reconstruct the W mass, and the b-quark energy distributions shift around the peak.

The most affected bins are those at relatively low energies. This is generally compensated

by a broad, less pronounced deficit or excess, depending on the NP model, in the higher

energy bins (cf. right panel of figure 3). While the differences between the distributions

look promising, as we will see in section 6, discernible effects in a more realistic analysis

with hadronic b-jets will be suppressed due to experimental acceptances and other sources

of systematics that we will discuss in detail. Finally, since we only have limited theoretical

control over the b-quark energy distributions in top pair production and decays, we will

exploit the strategy of the right panel of figure 3 by comparing the b-energy distributions

directly among datasets with different lepton flavors.

In our further analysis we assume that NP contributions to the decays of the tops into

light leptons can be safely neglected. The main idea of the analysis that we propose is

then as follows: tightly select all the τh` top decays, where τh denotes a τ -tagged hadronic

jet and ` = e, µ, and compare the resulting distribution of the b-jet energies to the one

measured in the eµ top decay sample. The eµ channel is chosen as the cleanest one, least

contaminated by non-tt̄ backgrounds. Therefore, we do not have to cut on lepton invariant

mass in the Z-window, which could potentially bias the b-jet distributions. Essentially we

look for features in the ratio between the b-jet energy distributions of the `τh sample and

the eµ sample, similar to the right plot in figure 3.

Since we would like to tightly control the boost distribution of the `τh signal and the

eµ control sample, we have to worry about systematic biases of this procedure. The most

important effects come from experimental selection of events which is in general different

for samples with different lepton flavors. These effects are:

• One cannot reliably detect hadronic τ ’s with pT . 30 GeV, while the threshold for

the detection of the light leptons is typically much lower. Given small, but important,

correlations between the pT of the leptons and the energies of the b’s in tt̄ events, we

must make sure, that this selection bias does not propagate to the b-energies.

• The `τh sample is expected to be contaminated by the semileptonic tt̄ events, those

where one of the tops decays hadronically. The uncertainty of this contamination

is directly proportional to the uncertainty on the j → τh mistag rate. This sample,

due to very different event kinematics, has a pronounced shape in the b-jet energy

distribution.

• The sample is also contaminated by a subdominant background of (Z → τ+τ−)bb̄

events. While the cross section of this background is very small compared to tt̄, the
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resulting b-jet energy distribution also has a shape that differs significantly from the

signal.

In the next section we discuss an explicit implementation of our procedure that al-

lows to keep the above mentioned systematic uncertainties under control using data-

driven methods.

6 Implementation and discussion of uncertainties

6.1 Details of simulations

Since our strategy and main findings are based on MC simulated event samples, we here

describe the simulation procedures in detail. We have simulated our MC samples with

MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [33, 47] at parton level and further showered and hadronized them

with Pythia 8 [35].

We simulate pp→ tt̄→ bb̄τ`2ν as our main signal processs. As we will see, we will need

to properly model extra jet radiation, so we simulate samples matched up to two additional

jets using the MLM-type matching [48] with a matching scale of 30 GeV. We also simulate

fully leptonic tt̄ decays in the same way. In addition, we simulate the semileptonic process:

pp → tt̄ → bb̄`ν2j, but we do not match the process since there are already extra jets in

the hard process.

We also simulate new physics contributions to top decays including interference effects

using the simplified models described in section 3 with the model implementation described

in section 4. Simulation of new physics is significantly more computationally expensive

than the SM because of the large number of additional diagrams. Therefore, a matched

NP sample is beyond our technical capabilities. We get around this by approximating a

NP observable O (such as b energy)

ONP
match ≈

OSM
match

OSM
no match

ONP
no match, (6.1)

where O can be any binned observable. In other words, we apply a bin by bin correction

using the SM sample to account for the affects of matching. The observable will then have

all relevant cuts factored in for all cases.

We also simulate pp→ Zbb̄→ τ+τ−bb̄ as the dominant non-top background. In order

to account for radiation, we match with one additional jet in the four flavor PDF scheme.

We also simulate in the five flavor PDF scheme using an inclusive matching procedure.

These two procedures agree in the cross section to within 20%, and while the spectra are

somewhat different, we get the same final results using either procedure. All plots are

shown using the four flavor scheme.

We now detail our reconstruction algorithms. Jets are clustered with FastJet [49, 50],

using anti-kT algorithm [51] with R = 0.5. We identify isolated leptons as those which

carry away 90% of the pT of all visible particles within a cone of R = 0.4. We also need to

identify both b- and hadronic τ -initiated jets. The experimental b-tagging procedures are

somewhat difficult to mimic in our simulations. Furthermore, the details are less relevant,
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since we do not expect significant signal contamination from backgrounds without b-jets.

Thus, we simply identify jets within R < 0.3 of any b-parton as b-jets.3

On the other hand, a more realistic description of τ -tagging is important for our

purpose. We thus define the following procedure to “tag” hadronic τ ’s, largely using the

logic of ref. [52]. First, we only consider jets with pT > 30 GeV and either one or three

charged tracks (prongs) within the R < 0.08 radius around the jet axis. We further demand

that the pT sum of all the objects within the small cone R < 0.08 around the jet axis exceeds

the pT sum of all the objects within the isolation annulus of 0.08 < R < 0.4 around the

small cone by at least a factor of nine. This approach is of course still rather simplistic

compared to the experimentally used algorithms [53–55]. Nonetheless, it captures the

essential features of the CMS algorithm, which is narrow jet isolation [53]. Our algorithm

achieves a tagging rate of 71.3 ± 0.4% with the mistag probability around 5.0 ± 0.1%

estimated on lτ and semileptonic channels of the tt̄ production, respectively.4 As we further

dissect these numbers, we find that in the semileptonic sample we have similar numbers of

1-prong and 3-prong fake hadronic τ ’s. Among the tagged τ ’s in the lτ sample, we find that

1/3 of all the hadronic τ ’s are 3-prong, which is comparable to the true branching ratio

of hadronic τ ’s. The mistag rates in our simulation are significantly higher than current

state of the art experimental taggers. Therefore, one can think of our τ -tagging procedure

as extremely conservative, in the sense that the experimental collaborations are expected

to perform better than our simulations.

As we will further see, one of the most important backgrounds in our analysis is

the semileptonic tt̄ where one of the jets is misidentified as a τ -jet. Even though our τ -

tagging is very conservative, this is likely to be an important background also in a realistic

analysis. For example, in recent experimental analyses of tauonic top decays [17, 56, 57],

the semileptonic tt̄ was identified as the dominant background. We reduce the amount of

non-τ` events in the signal sample due to this background by vetoing extra jets in the final

state. For this purpose we match all our leptonic tt̄ SM samples to parton shower with up

to two additional jets. We do not know whether the jet veto will be necessary in a realistic

search, where the hadronic tau mistag rate is much smaller than what we get, nonetheless

in this search we perform it in order to demonstrate the viability of our procedure even

with extremely unfavorable assumptions.

6.2 Analysis

We begin by imposing the following selection criteria for the signal events:

• Exactly one isolated light lepton (` = µ or e) with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5 .

• Exactly one τ -tagged jet with pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.5 .

• Exactly two b-jets with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5 .

3In those rare cases when there is more than one jet satisfying this criterion, we choose the closest one

to the b parton.
4More precisely, in order to estimate a tagging rate, we consider an lτ tt̄ sample and find the fraction of

jets with pT > 30 GeV, |η| < 2.5, and ∆R < 0.3 from a parton level τ -lepton, that are tagged as a τh. The

mistag rate is estimated based on the fraction of the jets that were “identified” as τh in the semileptonic

tt̄ sample as a fraction of all the non-b-jets with the same kinematic acceptance criteria as before. The

uncertainty on the (mis)tag rates are due exclusively to MC statistics.
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The efficiency times acceptance of this selection is around 7% for our signal sample (`τ

signature decays of tt̄). For future reference we define

n[signature](Eb) ≡
N [signature](Eb)∑
(Eb)

N [signature](Eb)
, (6.2)

as the relative number of b-jets with b-jet energies within the bin (Eb) in events with a

given experimental [signature]. Note that each event passing our selection cuts contributes

two b-jets to the sample. In the case of the signal, the relevant quantity is thus n[`τh2jb].

We now need to compare our signal to a control sample where the contribution from

new physics is suppressed. We use dileptonic tt̄ decays with opposite flavor leptons.

Namely, we require one isolated electron, one isolated muon, and zero τ with the same

kinematic requirements as above. Such a selection introduces an immediate bias that can

swamp potential NP effects we are looking for. The problem is that the energy and momen-

tum of a hadronically decaying τ are shared among the resulting τ -jet and the (undetected)

τ -neutrino. Thus, compared to a light lepton, a selected τ -jet corresponds of a given pT
typically corresponds to a τ -lepton of much higher pT . Because of a non-vanishing correla-

tion between pT (τ) and Eb, equivalent cuts on the τ pT in the signal sample and the lepton

pT in the control sample will lead to different distributions of b-jet energies.

To compensate for this effect we propose the following scheme: we take the selected eµ

events and substitute one randomly chosen reconstructed lepton with a τ and let it decay

using MC simulation.5 Since τ decays have been measured experimentally to the level of

much better than one percent, this should not introduce an insurmountable systematic

problem. After performing this substitution we apply to this “corrected” control sample

exactly the same selection criteria as to the original `τ sample. In this way we obtain the

control sample n[`h`
′2jb](Eb), where `h refers to a light lepton replaced in simulation by a

hadronically decaying τ . The efficiency times acceptance of this procedure is around 7%

based on our simulations.

For illustration we show the ratio of the b energy between the τ` sample and the eµ

sample, namely n[`τh2jb]/n[`h`
′2jb](Eb). The blue circles use the naive ratio without doing

the replacement of leptons with τ in MC, and we see that the SM has the same shape as the

new physics shown in figure 3. On the other hand, once we apply our replacement procedure

we get the red diamonds which have very good agreement with a flat shape, signalling no

appreciable differences between the signal and the control. The plots were produced using

∼ 6.3 (6.6) million MC events for the signal (control) channels corresponding to an effective

LHC luminosity of L ' 75 (200) fb−1, and resulting in an uncertainty due to MC statistics

of 1% to 2% per 20 GeV energy bin.

There will also be τ` events that leak into the control sample. Since in roughly 1/3 of

τ ’s decays leptonically, some portion of these events will unavoidably look like µe events.

These events might be affected by the NP, so this is effectively a spill out of the NP into

the control sample. Fortunately, due to very low acceptances of the leptonic τ ’s (due to

5Note that it is important to use the correct polarization of the simulated τ because this has significant

imprints on the energies of the τ decay products. In Pythia 8, this corresponds to using polarization =

−charge.
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Figure 4. Left : the distribution of the b-jet energies in the SM τ` sample, normalized to the

control (eµ) sample as explained in the text. The blue points use a naive eµ control sample, while

the red ones use the control sample with one of the leptons replaced by a τ in simulation. The event

selection is consistent with the baseline cuts outlined at the beginning of section 6.2. Right : the

same, but with an additional jet veto and a restriction to one-prong τ ’s only. See text for details.

very low momentum), the effect in not particularly big. We estimate this spill out to be

10% of the genuine eµ sample. We do not include this effect on figure 4, but we will include

it in the final plots.

The dominant background in the signal region will be tt̄ with one top decaying lepton-

ically, and the other to bjj where one of the jets fakes a τh. Because the pT of the ‘fake’

τ -jets does not correspond to the pT of the real τ -jets in the signal, this is expected to

introduce a non-trivial shape in the Eb distribution. With our τ -tagging procedure, the

fake acceptance of these events without further cuts is 1.6%, as compared to the 6% for

the signal. Because this background also has a larger cross section than the signal, more

selection cuts are needed to mitigate this background.

We address the problem in several steps. First, we impose a jet-veto on our signal

and control samples, allowing in each event exactly 2 b-jets, and no non-tagged jets with

pT > 20 GeV.6 This cut is dangerous in our context, because it potentially biases the boost

of the accepted events. However, if the jet veto is applied to the signal and control samples,

the bias largely cancels out. Second, we restrict our analysis to only one-prong hadronic

τ -jets, because that captures the majority of signal events while eliminating about half

the background. After the jet veto and considering only one-prong τ ’s, the semileptonic

tt̄ background acceptance falls to 0.05% while the signal and control channel acceptances

are also somewhat reduced to 1.9% and 2.1%, respectively. In figure 5 we plot the Eb
distribution of the semileptonic background in the red diamonds with the normalization

set by the cross section times efficiency of the full set of cuts relative to that of the signal.

We see that even with these cuts, the semileptonic background is about 1/3 as big as the

signal and it has a very different shape.

6This cut is why all leptonic samples must be generated matched to extra jets, see section 6.1 for more

details.
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Figure 5. The distribution (on a log scale) of the b-jet energies in the background processes

normalized to the distribution of the signal process, tt̄→ bb̄τh`2ν. The red higher curve corresponds

to semi-leptonic top decays, while the lower blue curve is Zb̄b. Cross section times efficiency with

the full set of cuts gives the normalization of the two background curves.

To account for this shape, we propose one more trick: to add a second control sample

to our original one. The second control sample is events with

• exactly one lepton, zero τ tagged jets,

• two b-tagged jets,

• one non-b-tagged jet with pT > 30 GeV,

• zero additional jets with pT > 20 GeV.

As we are demanding that our τ -jets be one-prong, three-prong τ ’s are counted as ordinary

jets. As a cross-check of this procedure, we show the b-jet energy distribution of the ratio

n[`(j → τh)2jb]/n[`j2jb](Eb) on the left side of figure 6. While the additional control

sample clearly improves the situation, it unfortunately does not fully get rid of the shape.

We are left with a manageable systematic uncertainty in the most relevant low energy bins,

and a larger uncertainty in the high energy bins. We hope that experimentalists will find

a more refined solution to better account for this background

We combine the two control samples in such a way that the fraction of semileptonic

events in the τ` signal sample, wj→τh ' 0.4, is the same in the control sample. Namely,

our control sample is n[`′h`2jb](Eb) + wj→τhn[`j2jb](Eb), and wj→τh includes the ratio of

the relevant decay branching fractions and τ (mis)tag rates.

The other important background is (Z → τ+τ+) + bb̄ where one τ decays leptonically

and the other hadronically. It is very small, having a cross section of ∼ 15 fb after our

cuts. Because the b-jets are a result of radiation, their energies are peaked towards the
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Figure 6. Left : the distribution of the b-jet energies in the SM semileptonic tt̄ sample where one of

the jets is τ -mistagged, normalized to the same sample without the τ -tag. Right : the distribution

of the b-jet energies in the SM (Z → ττ)bb̄ sample where one of the taus decays muonically and the

other is τ -tagged, normalized to the (Z → µ̄µ)bb̄ sample, where both of the muons are replaced by

a τ in simulation. See text for details.

lowest values allowed by experimental cuts. Therefore, this background has a highly non-

trivial shape which can be seen as the blue circles in figure 5. To account for this process,

we add a third control region, n[(Z → `h`h)2jb](Eb), namely we simulate leptonic decay

of the Z and then replace both leptons with τ ’s in simulation. This control sample has

corresponding weight wZ→`τh ' 0.03 which takes into account the ratio of the Zbb̄ and

tt̄ cross sections passing our cuts and also leptonic Z branching fractions. We note that

in the ratio the relatively large QCD K-factors to the simulated production cross sections

KNNLO(tt̄) = 1.8 [58, 59] and KNLO(Zbb̄) = 1.7 [33, 60] almost cancel. Again for cross-

check, we show the relevant ratio of b-jet energy distributions for this background n[(Z →
`τh)2jb]/n[(Z → ``h)2jb](Eb) on the right side of figure 6 and there appears to be no

discernible shape within the statistical MC uncertainties. This process also contributes to

the eµ control sample when both τ ’s decay leptonically, but this contribution is sub per

mille because the branching ratios are reduced and the leptons tend to be quite soft. Our

signal and control regions, processes that contribute to each, and the relevant cross sections

and efficiencies are summarized in table 1.

6.3 Results

In figures 7 and 8, we compare the SM predictions (in blue) to our NP benchmark models:

• mV = 333 GeV and gτgb = 4.5 (in red),

• mV = 200 GeV and gτgb = 5 (in green).

In figure 7 we plot n[`τh2jb]/n[`′h`2jb] using the full event selection for the three samples

with no backgrounds included. We see that within the errors, the SM is consistent with

one across the distribution, and the scatter around the flat distribution should be viewed

as a measure of our systematic uncertainties due to limited MC statistics and not having
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Signal [`τh2jb]

Process NMC σ (pb) εinc(%) εex(%)

tt̄→ bb̄τ`2ν 6.3M 84.2 6.7 1.9

tt̄→ bb̄`ν2j 40M 416 1.6 0.046

Z(→ ττ)bb̄ 5.4M 4.79 1.2 0.32

Process NMC εinc(%) εex(%) w

CR [`h`
′2jb]

tt̄→ bb̄``′2ν 6.6M 7.4 2.1 0.908

tt̄→ bb̄`τ2ν 7.6M 0.33 0.087 0.092

CR [`j2jb]

tt̄→ bb̄`ν2j 40M 28 4.2 0.42

CR [Z(→ `h`h)2jb]

Z(→ ``)bb̄ 5M 1.2 0.32 0.033

Table 1. The production cross section, number of generated MC events, and the acceptance rates

(in the inclusive and the exclusive samples respectively) of our signal process and the background

processes. On the left hand side we show the signal and the two dominant backgrounds, namely

the semilepronic tt̄ and (Z → τ+τ−)bb̄. On the right hand side we show the control regions with

the appropriate weights wi as they are defined in eq. (6.3).
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Figure 7. The b-jet energy binned distributions of the lepton universality ratio n[`τh2jb]/n[`′h`2jb]
defined in eq. (6.2), without any background included, in the SM (in blue) as well as in the simplified

NP Model (a) with mV = 333 GeV and gτgb = 4.5 (in red), and with mV = 200 GeV and gτgb = 5

(in green). See text for details.

a sufficiently accurate control sample for our semileptonic background. Unfortunately, it

appears that the first benchmark NP scenario with mV = 333 GeV is also consistent with

one. Our other benchmark with mV = 200 GeV, however, shows the characteristic steep

rise at low energy and broad deficit at higher energies consistent with the parton level

simulation shown on the right panel of figure 3.

We now construct our final observable taking into account all sources of background.

The b-jet energy binned lepton universality ratio:

Rτh/`(EB) ≡ n[`τh2jb]

n[`′h`2jb](Eb) + wj→τhn[`j2jb](Eb) + wZ→`τhn[(Z → ``h)2jb](Eb)
. (6.3)
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NP vs.ṠM

Model εinc(%) εex(%) χ2 χ2
3

SM (unmatched) 6.82 1.71 41.3 4.1

mV = 333 GeV 6.75 1.69 41.0 4.1

mV = 200 GeV 7.69 1.93 147 61.6

Table 2. Efficiencies and χ2 values for various NP models and the SM. The efficiencies are for

unmatched samples, and the χ2 distributions use the data shown in figure 8, with χ2
3 using only

the first three bins.
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Figure 8. The b-jet energy binned distributions of the lepton universality ratio Rτh/`(EB) defined

in eq. (6.3) in the SM (in blue), as well as in the simplified NP Model (a) with mV = 333 GeV

and gτgb = 4.5 (in red), and with mV = 200 GeV and gτgb = 5 (in green). In this figure we

add all relevant backgrounds with the proper subtraction procedure as explained in the text. The

differences from figure 7 are, as expected, not significant, since both backgrounds have been tamed

by appropriate control regions.

We plot this variable both for the SM and the benchmark NP scenarios on figure 8. Because

the NP samples have slightly different efficiencies than the SM sample, the values of w for

the different control samples will change slightly, and this is taken into account in figure 8

with the different efficiencies shown in table 2.

There are no striking differences between figures 7 and 8 indicating that the background

control procedure, though not ideal, works reasonably well. Again, we see that the higher

mass benchmark looks relatively similar to the SM, and the lower mass benchmark is very

clearly distinguishable from a flat shape. On the other hand, the errors are dominated by

Monte Carlo statistics corresponding to a data set O(100) fb−1. We therefore expect with

the full HL LHC dataset, the errors should shrink significantly and the reach will improve.

We also perform the following simple statistical tests on the data shown in figure 8.

Calculating a χ2 fit to a flat distribution Rτh/`(EB) = 1, we obtain χ2
SM = 41.3, which
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corresponds to a p-value with 14 degrees of freedom7 of 1.7 × 10−4. This indicates that

our errors from MC statistics alone do not fully account for our systematic error budget.

A more detailed estimate of systematics would take into account other major sources,

in particular the systematics arising from imperfect control samples, especially for the

semileptonic background. From the left panel of figure 6, we see that the systematics are

largest in the high energy bins, and from the right panel of figure 3, we see that the effects

of new physics should be largest in the low energy bins. Therefore, we also compute the

χ2 distribution for only the first three bins, χ2
3 = 4.1 for the SM, implying a more sensible

p-value with three degrees of freedom of 0.26.

We can now compare the χ2 values for the NP models. For our benchmark with

relatively smaller effects and mV = 333 GeV, we get χ2 = 41.0 (χ2
3 = 4.1), nearly identical

values to the SM, confirming that with this amount of data, there is no sensitivity to this

benchmark. On the other hand, for our NP sample with mV = 200 GeV, we get χ2 = 147

(χ2
3 = 61.6). Using the χ2

3 value we can compute a naive p-value that corresponds to

approximately 7σ exclusion of that model. Alternatively, we can compute the p-value from

∆χ2 ≡ χ2
NP − χ2

SM which follows a variance-gamma distribution, and this p-value gives

an approximately 9σ exclusion. The χ2 values are summarized in table 2. While a full

statistical analysis taking into account all sources of systematic error is beyond the scope

of this work, these simple tests show that there is clearly sensitivity to new physics with

mediator masses above the top mass.

7 Summary and conclusions

In this paper we have made a case for experimental probes of possible LFU violating

NP in top decays. First we have shown how LFU violation in top decays can be related

to recent intriguing results in semi-tauonic B decays. The correspondence is subject to

two important effects: (1) the scaling of flavor effects between b→ c and t→ b transitions

necessarily needs to assume some flavor structure of NP. While in our analysis we have relied

on the most conservative MFV-like scaling, other possibilities predicting smaller or larger

effects should not be discarded; (2) in semi-tauonic B decays both the SM and possible NP

contributions are analytic throughout the relevant three-body decay phase space. On the

contrary, the SM top decays are dominated by the W pole. We have shown how existing

experimental studies of tauonic top decays already constrain interesting LFU violating

NP effects, provided the relevant NP degrees of freedom are light enough to be produced

on-shell in top decays. Based on our findings we urge the experimental collaborations to

extend their existing searches for charged scalars decaying to τν in top decays to also target

charged spin-1 bosons.

In the case of heavy off-shell NP effects, the MFV-like scaling from the B decay studies

generically implies prohibitively small contributions in top decay rates. In addition existing

approaches to LFU violation in top decays are already becoming systematics limited at the

precision of O(20%). Therefore we have developed a novel strategy to probe possible LFU

7There are 15 bins, but it is a normalized distribution, so it has 14 degrees of freedom. On the other

hand, χ2
3 does not have the normalization condition, so it has three bins and three degrees of freedom.
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violating NP effects in top decays at the percent level or possibly beyond. Our approach

exploits some boost invariant features of the b-jet energy spectra in top decays that are

especially sensitive to contributions not respecting the SM two-body kinematics. Relying

heavily on data-driven techniques to control the systematics related to τ -tagging rates and

backgrounds, we have found that sub-percent level LFU violating effects in top decays

could be within reach. In particular, we have demonstrated the discriminating power of

our proposed observable in eq. (6.3) — the (binned) LFU ratio of b-jet energy spectra — on

the example of a heavy off-shell vector mediator. Our systematic uncertainty and resulting

NP sensitivity estimates are limited by our MC sample statistics which approximately

correspond to the Run 2 LHC dataset.

We also note that this work is the first dedicated study of using the shapes in tt̄ distri-

butions in order to probe the LFU in top sector. In this paper, we have made conservative

assumptions about the τ -tagging and mistagging rates. For technical reasons, our Monte

Carlo sample is about an order of magnitude smaller than the data from the full HL LHC

run, and our errors are dominated by MC statistics. Thus we are optimistic that with

more dedicated searches using full detector simulations and more refined techniques, such

as those based on machine learning, one would expect significant improvement in potential

reach.
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A NP effects on Peak location of Eb distribution

In this appendix we describe the effects of New Physics on the peak of the Eb distribution.

We can work in the rest frame of the decaying top where the Eb distribution is an approx-

imate δ-function in the SM at an energy E∗b shown in eq. (5.2). The differential top width

can be written in terms of xb = Eb/(2mt) which ranges from 0 to 1. The SM, interference,

and new physics squared contributions for a vector new physics model are given by:

dΓSM

dxb
=

α2m5
t

192πs4W

x2b(3− 2xb)(
m2
W −m2

t (1− xb)
)2

+m2
WΓ2

W

(A.1)

dΓint

dxb
=
ααNPm

5
t

96πs2W

x2b(3− 2xb)(
m2
V −m2

t (1− xb)
) m2

W −m2
t (1− xb)((

m2
W −m2

t (1− xb)
)2

+m2
WΓ2

W

) (A.2)

dΓNP

dxb
=
α2
NPm

5
t

192π

x2b(3− 2xb)(
m2
V −m2

t (1− xb)
)2 , (A.3)
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where sW is the sine of the weak mixing angle, ΓW ≈ 2 GeV is the width of the W

boson, and αNP and mV are the coupling squared and mass of the new vector, and these

formulas assume mV > mt. From this we see that the SM contribution is largest for

xb = (m2
t − m2

W )/m2
t , or equivalently, Eb = E∗b . We can now see the qualitative effect

of the new physics on the peak. The interference effect changes sign at Eb = E∗b , so it

will shift the peak to either higher or lower values depending on the sign relative to the

SM. The non-interfering NP contributions peak at the largest b-jet energy Emax
b ∼ mt/2,

shifting the overall Eb distribution to higher values.

The NP effects all turn out to be quantitatively extremely small relative to the SM

near the region of the Eb peak, namely,

dΓNP

dEb
� dΓint

dEb
� dΓSM

dEb
, for Eb ≈ E∗b . (A.4)

This can be seen from the analytic expressions above. For the SM contribution

dΓSM/dEb
∣∣
Eb=E

∗
b
∝ Γ−2W where ΓW ≈ 2 GeV is the width of the W boson. In the

case of a vector model, the interference term is zero for Eb = E∗b , but near the peak,

dΓint/dEb
∣∣
Eb≈E∗

b
∝ Γ−1W , while for a scalar model the interference is negligible throughout

the phase space. The pure new physics contribution to the top width is independent of the

W width: dΓNP/dEb
∣∣
Eb=E

∗
b
∝ Γ0

W , and for an off-shell mediator, it is also insensitive to

width of the NP mediator at leading order. The other scales that make up the dimensions

are the W , top, and new physics mass scales, which are all parametrically larger than the

ΓW . This scaling with the width of the W confirms the hierarchy of eq. (A.4).

We illustrate these points explicitly in figure 9 for a new physics parameter point

comparable to those studied in this work, where we see that in the region of the peak,

eq. (A.4) is well satisfied.
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Figure 9. Differential decay rate of the SM (blue), the new physics squared (green), and the

interference term (red) in the rest frame of the decaying top, assuming the vector model. The

interference term does not shift the peak of the distribution, however it does change the shape

around it. The inset plot shows the absolute values new physics terms. The NP parameters that we

have chosen is representative of the NP models considered in this work. Parenthetically we point

out that the small kinks on the main plot are not physical discontinuities, but rather a transition

from the log scale to the linear one (the transition line is marked by light gray).
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